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The legendary Constantin Silvestri conducts the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
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Constantin Silvestri conducts the
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra

Disc 1

69.93

George Enescu (1881–1955)
Symphony No. 1
1 Assez vif et rythmé
2 Lent
3 Vif et vigoureux

11.17
12.42
8.53

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(1756–1791)
4 The Magic Flute Overture

6.52

5
6
7
8

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Symphony No. 29
Allegro moderato
Andante
Menuetto: Allegretto – Trio
Allegro con spirito

5.33
6.10
3.55
3.36

9
10
11
12

Sergei Sergeyevich Prokofiev
(1891–1953)
Symphony No. 1 Classical
Allegro
Larghetto
Gavotta: Non troppo allegro
Finale: Molto vivace

3.54
4.00
1.36
4.05

P 2009 BBC
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Disc 2

75.73

1
2
3
4

George Enescu (1881–1955)
First Orchestral Suite
Prélude à l’unisson
Menuet lent
Intermède
Vif

6.40
11.13
3.40
6.05

5
6
7
8
9
10

Second Orchestral Suite
Ouverture
Sarabande
Gigue
Menuet grave
Air
Bourrée

3.43
4.12
2.29
1.36
5.45
7.51

Constantin Silvestri (1913–1969)
Three Pieces for Strings
11 Pesante. Scherzoso
2.37
12 Cantabile
5.13
13 Veloce
2.29
Antonin Dvorák (1841–1904)
Slavonic Dances
14 No. 3 in A-flat major (Polka)
15 No. 4 in F major (Sousedská)
16 No. 5 in A major (Skočná)

4.49
7.18
3.13
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SILVESTRI

In memory of a passionate and remarkable musician
Sometimes terrestrial miracles do happen. They give us wings and inspiration and take us on a path we never
thought of taking. This is how a professional pianist who dedicated 18 years of learning about Silvestri and
performing his music found herself setting up a record company to promote her model. Although he could
never have foreseen it, it was Silvestri himself who was performing a miracle when he copied from various BBC
broadcasts on his home hi-fi equipment every recorded performance he gave with the Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra. When later the BBC lost all the original tapes, Silvestri’s own collection was brought to life by a
magic wand. It has been dormant for 30 years in the home of Silvestri’s Principal Clarinettist who inherited it
and preserved it.
How could one not react when faced with such a rare treasure – even if tarnished here and there by the
recording standards of that time and uneven orchestral playing? It was a spontaneous reaction and, besides,
a matter of conscience to find a way to offer the world the Enescus conducted by Silvestri and to thank the
maestro for painstakingly copying for seven years his own recordings.
Young Silvestri had been awarded First and Second Prize in George Enescu’s composition competitions in
Bucharest; and Romania’s pre-eminent musician chose to conduct Silvestri’s Toccata himself with the Bucharest
Philharmonic in 1945.
Silvestri paid tribute to Enescu throughout his conducting career. He premièred in Romania many major works
such as the opera Œdipe, the Chamber Symphony and the Octet for Strings, and received in France the Grand Prix
du Disque for the recording of the Dixtuor for Winds.
I pay them both homage not least as from one émigré to another.
Anda Anastasescu
Commander of the Order of Cultural Merit, Romania
President, Constantin Silvestri International Foundation, Founder/Director London Schubert Players
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Recording
Enescu
Enescu
Enescu
Mozart
Mozart
Silvestri
Dvorák
Prokofiev

Symphony No 1
First Orchestral Suite
Second Orchestral Suite
Magic Flute Overture
Symphony No 29
Three Pieces for Strings
Slavonic Dances Op 46
Classical Symphony

Colston Hall (Bristol) 25. 11. 1966
Winter Gardens (Bournemouth) 6. 12. 1963
Winter Gardens 27. 2. 1966
Winter Gardens 2. 6. 1965
Winter Gardens 10. 11. 1965
Winter Gardens 16. 8. 1967
Winter Gardens 27. 2. 1966
Winter Gardens 18. 3. 1963
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DVORAK

DVORAK – Slavonic Dances Op. 46
A decade before Silvestri ‘defected’ to the West in 1958, he already had won a formidable reputation as a
conductor, not only in his native Romania but in Russia and elsewhere in Eastern Europe. After a concert in
Budapest in 1947, the audience gave him a standing ovation, stamping their feet and eventually carrying him
shoulder-high through the hall. Despite this triumph, the following year, before the first of at least four visits
to Czechoslovakia, he is said to have been apprehensive on account of the daunting reputation for their musical
fastidiousness of Prague audiences and critics. He needn’t have worried: one reviewer eulogised: ‘Everybody
was in agreement that Silvestri should be considered one among the four or five great conductors of our day’;
and another wrote: ‘How pleasant to hear and see a performance of the Slavonic Dances in which a foreign
conductor was able to give us a performance redolent of the essential gait and rhythms of Czech music.’
How did a conductor born and bred in a country with a Latin ethos win such praise for his apparent insight into
a work in Slav folk music style by a Bohemian composer? Could his mother’s genes have contributed? Ana
Havlicek’s grandparents had fled Bohemia in 1848 and sought refuge in Bucharest. A more palpable factor was
the influence on the young Silvestri of Arpad László, an esteemed professor at the Târgu Mures Conservatoire
who had himself been for seven years a pupil of Dvorak.
This is a live recording of the Slavonic Dances with Silvestri conducting the BSO in the Bournemouth Winter
Gardens in February 1966. Four months later one of BSO’s Royal Festival Hall concerts in London ended with
the Dances played, as David Cairns noted in The Financial Times, ‘with admirable lilt and freshness’, and, as the
Daily Telegraph reviewer heard it, ‘with a fine sense of both their insinuating lyrical charm and rhythmic verve.’
John Gritten
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A Musician Before His Time

Romanian-born Constantin Silvestri was principal conductor of the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra from 1961 until
his death from cancer in 1969 aged 55, two years after being granted British citizenship.
The following is from his biography, A Musician Before His Time by John Gritten*
It was certainly not material gain that tempted Silvestri to the seaside English town of Bournemouth nor the
kudos of association with an internationally famous orchestra. Inevitably the question was asked (and still is)
why did someone who had already been the guest conductor of some of the world’s most renowned orchestras
– the Berlin and Vienna Philharmonics, the Concertgebouw, five of Britain’s most prestigious and two in the
US – each time attracting audience enthusiasm and mainly favourable reviews, why did he choose to become
principal conductor of a provincial orchestra, however worthy its reputation, and in a country with whose
language he was barely acquainted?
What can be gleaned of Silvestri’s motives from his answer when this question was put to him in a television
interview? ‘I was a teacher in Romania for ten years and a conductor is also a teacher . . . The Bournemouth
Symphony Orchestra has a national reputation, but I think in two or three years it will become internationally
famous.’

Silvestri Three Pieces for Strings
In the years following 1944, when the majority of Romanian composers drew on folklore for a rich source
of inspiration, Silvestri was an isolated example, manifesting only sporadically an interest in folk music. His
Three Pieces (revised in 1950) prove that he could indeed create very valuable works based on folk material
and they are acknowledged as among the best written in Romania. For all its folk character, many elements
in the work do not seem to derive at all from folk but from the composer’s own imagination. Silvestri uses
harmonic inventions not hitherto used by anybody in adaptations of Romanian folk tunes. Very interesting
from the harmonic point of view is the beginning of the Third Piece, a dance with bi-tonal structure. The
work owes its existence to a commission by the Union of Composers.
From composer Zeno Vancea’s analysis of Silvestri’s works.
16

Using an analogy coined by Sir Georg Solti: ‘Good orchestra-conductor marriages are highly desirable and
should start as a love affair – preferably love at first sight’, pianist Peter Frankl opined: ‘Silvestri had this love
affair with the Bournemouth orchestra because he was the type of conductor who needed his own orchestra.
He had a personal style: he belonged to the older generation of conductors, of Furtwängler and Klemperer
who, with their inner personalities, could convey music to the orchestra with something more than beats. I think
as a purely guest conductor he couldn’t achieve that with only one or two rehearsals. He needed time so the
orchestra could get to know him intimately.’
James Loughran, associate conductor of the BSO at the time, made a similar assessment of Silvestri’s
motivation: ‘He knew the English temperament: very orthodox, good discipline and concentration, quick sightreading, not necessarily better than that of any other nation, but quick because they had to be owing to the
few rehearsals. He knew he didn’t want that kind of orchestra. He wanted one that would make people forget,
just listen to the music, be swept away by it. This unorthodoxy paid off, though some sniffed at it, they thought
5
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it too gipsy. But, oh, it was so much more musical! It was a code of his musical life that he wanted this freedom
– he didn’t want bar lines, and every good musician would agree with that. We don’t want time-beaters, we
want music to speak naturally, at its own pace.’
Nicholas Braithwaite, BSO assistant conductor from 1967 to 1970, in a reference to how Silvestri trained the
orchestra, recalled: ‘One of his principles was to rehearse a piece in every possible way so that players could
not be sure they were going to do what had been done in rehearsal on the Thursday morning or whenever, but
had to respond to what the conductor was up to at the actual performance’, a method summed up in BSO
manager Kenneth Matchett’s bon mots: ‘He made the orchestra hang on the end of his baton.’
BSO, and later London Philharmonic Orchestra, principal oboe Roger Winfield thought Silvestri ‘shocked the
purists by his drastic personal editing of familiar scores, changing note values, phrasing and dynamics, but his
command was so authoritative and his performance so compelling that the complaining purist stopped
grudgingly to listen and the professional musician admitted to finding fresh pleasure in playing music he had
known for a lifetime.’

6 - 15

PROKOFIEV – Classical Symphony Op.25
It is one of Silvestri’s enduring charms that more often than not he was able to ‘get under the skin’ of a
composer and reveal inner characteristics that were an inspiration in our day-to-day routine. That his orchestra
was trained impeccably to follow his lead is a revelation. In this live recording of Prokofiev’s little masterpiece
it is easy to hear that the orchestra is well disciplined in classical nuances as well as being able to add those little
touches that reveal a mind alive to Prokofiev and his Baroque pastiche. Prokofiev himself said it was ‘intended
to be the kind of symphony that Haydn or Mozart would have written had they lived in the 20th century’. When
one considers the ear-shattering climaxes that Prokofiev was capable of, this wonderful gem illustrates the
extent of his genius which Silvestri captures with great deftness.
Raymond Carpenter
Principal Clarinet with the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra throughout Silvestri’s tenure (1961-1969) and the
maestro’s archivist.

Daniel Barenboim, giving his recollections of Silvestri with whom he played as a young pianist of twenty-four,
remembered him ‘trying to articulate, even at the risk of exaggeration the fanfare at the beginning of
Tchaikovsky Four which very often sounds brassy, metallic and mechanical. The one thing that I recall very
clearly is how preoccupied he was with musical articulation – that no figure was left inarticulated. I think there
is often a false idea in the minds of too many musicians – the public too – about faithfulness to the text. Just
by playing the notes you are not necessarily being faithful to the text ...’ He summarised his relationship with
Silvestri as ‘very professional and friendly’.
Violinist Ida Haendel found Silvestri ‘as a musician quite different from many other conductors, in the sense that
he did some things that were unconventional musically-speaking. At the same time it was so artistic and so
convincing that I would say to myself: this has to be the only way to interpret it. That’s how magnetic he was.
I derived immense pleasure playing with him and I thought every time it was a rewarding experience.’
Players to this day remember in detail the time he would spend rehearsing sections, even passages, of a work;
three quarters of an hour with the oboes, double-basses and cellos on the first few bars of the Pathétique; hours
6
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SILVESTRI/MOZART/PROKOFIEV

SILVESTRI – Three Pieces for Strings Op. 4 No. 2
These Pieces illustrate three sides of Silvestri’s musicality: his searching and intensely serious approach to music,
probably inherited from the doyens of academia by whom he was surrounded during his student years in
Romania; his lyrical and contemplative side, which was personified in his deeply felt responses to Elgar; and the
third Piece exemplifies a madly exuberant zest for life, with just a hint of his avant-garde eccentricity.
He had great difficulty in persuading his BSO strings to use the extremities of their technique, and above all to
‘let their hair down’, in order to get the results he needed; for instance up-and-down portamenti (on the bridge)
with the wood (of the bow); continuous down bows and, as explained in Noel Malcolm’s George Enescu, His Life
and Music, ‘the use of louré bowing in which each note in a phrase is given a slightly different emphasis, with
minute extra pressure from the forefinger of the right hand’.
In this third Piece he achieves a degree of virtuosity common in Romania and rarely heard outside. It is obvious
from this incredible performance that the maestro was familiar with the dash and virility of his native folk
music.
MOZART – The Magic Flute Overture and Symphony No. 29 in A
In listening to Silvestri’s Mozart it is inevitable, given modern research and the use of period instruments,
that like many performances of that era, it will sound a little heavy and over-romantic to modern ears. The
use of large string sections made the obtaining of today’s ideals – lightness and clarity of sound – an almost
impossible goal. Beecham’s pre-war records of Mozart symphonies were particularly fine. Given Silvestri’s
penchant for and success in dealing with extra large forces, it is to his credit that his Mozart compares well
with Beecham especially in this symphony. Of course Silvestri is immensely helped by Mozart’s compact
string writing and his expert use of solo instruments – though hampered by the poor quality of sound
broadcasting in the regions. When one reflects on the fact that a BBC microphone cost a fraction of those
that EMI used in our 1967 commercial recording of Sheherazade, it exemplifies the uphill task we have of
producing Silvestri’s live broadcasts. Beecham’s records of Mozart symphonies with the LPO were studio
recordings – quite another thing!
14

spent rehearsing the long Prélude à l’unison first movement of Enescu’s Suite No1 in order to achieve the
quintessence of unanimity in the strings accompanied by timpani rolls of varying dynamics. Principal clarinettist
Raymond Carpenter: ‘His was a complete and utter concentration on achieving, or rather making us achieve,
the almost impossible.’
If the November 23 1968 concert was half-way through the BSO’s 75th anniversary commemoration, for
Silvestri it was near the end of the road, his last in London. When Ida Haendel came on stage in the Great Hall
of Exeter University on the evening of the 29th to play the Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto it would be the twelfth
time she had performed with Silvestri. For him, it would be the last concert he would conduct. Perhaps when
he chose From The New World as the final work in what would be his last programme, he recalled for an instant
those boyhood moments when he used to listen to a pupil of Dvorak telling him about the symphony. We can
conjecture whether this creation of the homesick Dvorak in Iowa, pining for his Bohemian forests and rivers,
struck a nostalgic chord in the expatriate Romanian: a fleeting yen for the beech and pine-clad mountains of
Transylvania.
He died in a London hospital on February 23 1969. Five days later the distinguished specialist who had tended
him ended her report to his Bournemouth doctor with a hand-written note: ‘The World has lost a great
musician’.
*A Musician Before His Time, Constantin Silvestri, conductor, composer, pianist. Warwick Editions ISBN 1-900496-12-7
www.constantinsilvestri.com
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juxtaposition. Miraculously, the clarity of its musical image is in no way clouded by the complexity of such a
savant’s masterpiece.
With the Sarabande we are encroaching on lyrical territory, with a superb melody and a delicately ethereal
harmony, with a typically Enescian dreamy quality. It is interesting to observe that both lyrical movements,
Nos. 2 and 5, have a manifest affinity with the most sublime elements of Romanian traditional music.
The Gigue and the Menuet grave are vividly contrasting movements. One is as agile as a gazelle, the other as
entertaining as a lovable elephant. The rhythmical frame of 6/8 in the first is permanently contradicted by 3/4
patterns; inversely, in the Menuet, patterns more suited for 6/8 sporadically intrude on its majestic 3/4 measure.
The 5th movement, Air (like an aria in Italian), seems to be the most inventive of all in its melodic richness.
The final movement, Bourrée, is a close relation of the Overture but stronger, more expansive, energetic and
imaginative. It develops the Overture’s themes, combines them with new rhythmic and melodic elements and
brings the movement to an almost divine climax. It is the Suite’s longest movement, amounting to two-thirds
of the whole work and more than half of its total number of pages. Yet nothing gives the listener the slightest
sense of imbalance.
The Second Orchestral Suite had, like many other of Enescu’s works, an unfortunate fate. Finished in 1915 and
performed twice in Bucharest under Enescu’s baton, it was taken to Moscow for safety in the autumn of 1916,
along with other of Romania’ s treasures [after the Germans occupied Bucharest]. Post-war there were many
unsuccessful attempts to bring it back to Romania. Eventually, in 1925, it was the legendary conductor Bruno
Walter, who was conducting in Moscow at the time, who pleaded persistently on Enescu’s behalf for the score
to be returned. This was done, but by that time the work had lost ten essential years on the international music
circuit in which time it would surely have established itself at the height of the neo-classic trend in the Twenties
and Thirties.
Pascal Bentoiu
Prolific Romanian composer, who has been compared to Bruckner and Alban Berg, has specialised in analysing Enescu’s
works and orchestrated several of the maestro’s important unfinished manuscripts.
13
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ENESCU

One of Silvestri’s
letters to his
composer friend
Zeno Vancea. Dated
November 8 1939
this page reads:

From what I’ve heard
you didn’t receive my
three consecutive
letters about the
concert with the new
music...

12

ENESCU – Symphony No. 1 Op. 13 in E flat major
In 1905 George Enescu was finishing his first ‘mature’ symphony; in his teens, from 14 to 17, he had written
four large works he had called ‘school symphonies’. He confessed that, of all his works, the three that moved
him profoundly when first performed were, in chronological order: Poème Roumain written at seventeen,
Symphony No. 1 at twenty-five and Oedipe at fifty-five.
This symphony has become the most frequently played of all Enescu’s orchestral works except for his two
Romanian Rhapsodies. It received audience acclaim from its first performance, conducted by Edouard Colonne
in 1906 in Paris. In Romania Enescu himself conducted it in the Athenaeum.
The work is magisterial and inspiring. There is a perfect amalgam of classical restraint and the romantic élan
of a young heart; not one bar line too many and climaxes are so skilfully conceived as to happen just at the right
moment. The listener is totally carried away.
The quick outer movements flank a slow and most poetical second movement which I would call ‘Nocturne’,
a superb ‘Nachtlied’ which I think should be regarded as the highpoint revealing the work’s overall significance.

© George Enescu National Museum, Bucharest

Lately, though I
promised
Mr Stamatopol to
send you a few lines,
I didn’t keep my word
because of so many
activities taking up
my time. Apart from
being a conductor
and a répétiteur at
the Opera, part of the
time I dedicate to the
piano – I had two
concerts on the Radio
with music by
Brahms (Intermezzi
and Capricci) – then
there were Enescu’s
concerts and, of
course, no musician
could miss rehearsals
for those. Finally I
had to correct the
last suite by Enescu,
a task that took me
nearly one month to
do. Only five minutes
ago I finished the last
line of thousands of
pages which I had
revised and now I’m
hastening to write to
you.

There has been much talk about what influences are supposed to have affected the score. Very often the names
of Wagner and Brahms have been mooted but I have reason to doubt, even reject, these superficial suggestions.
It is much more likely that Enescu had a deep affinity with the Latin temperament par excellence of Berlioz, than
with Brahms. If we were to observe the brilliant Mediterranean audacity of the brass, not to mention some
elements that are thematically related to the Fantastique, we would surely realise Enescu’s psyche is impervious
to any Germanic influence.
It can’t be denied that there is a shade of Wagner’s Tristan in the second movement’s nocturnal poetry.
However, I personally, believe this splendid page has more of the atmosphere of Mihai Eminescu’s poem Peste
Vârfuri (Above the Peaks). Even the poem’s ‘melancholic horn’ is replicated by the three obsessive descending
notes: D#, C#, B on the horn. This motif functions as a point of gravity throughout the slow movement. It
sounds every time at the same, absolute pitch, while sound satellites circle it slowly.
The Symphony was dedicated to Italian pianist and composer Alfredo Casella who formed a successful piano
9
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trio with Enescu and cellist Louis Fournier in Paris. In 1908 Casella himself dedicated his Second Symphony
to his friend.
ENESCU – First Orchestral Suite Op. 9 in C major
Prélude à l’unisson – the Suite’s first movement – has made this work famous. Enescu had already used the
unison as a means of expressing his musical ideas in two earlier works and would continue to do so for the rest
of his life. However, this eight-minute-long orchestral piece, based exclusively on the absolute unison of the
strings (except for the double basses), is a unique case in classical music literature and its effect is glorious. The
orchestration is remarkable, in the sense that each moment is endowed with a specific selection of groups
among the 64 instruments demanded by Enescu. These combine and dissolve with great mobility, creating
ample colour variety even for such a long unison. In the vast first section of the Prélude, Enescu distributed the
tonal centres by ascending fifths from C to C# (C G D A E B F# C#) – three decades earlier than Bartók proposed
something similar in his Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta.
The Suite, in four large movements, gives the impression of an evolutionary work, with each section belonging
to a different expressive and technical approach. This makes it appear somehow crooked, a sort of imperfect
masterpiece. The anomaly is due from the start to the astonishing Prélude à l’unisson because, within the limits
of normal invention such an act would be impossible to follow. The Prélude is so very special that anything
coming after it would feel like an anticlimax.
The ensuing Menuet lent brings us to more familiar territory. Less spectacular than the Prélude it nevertheless
offers an emotional charge which stands comparison with the latter. Another characteristic of the Menuet is the
almost complete filling of the sound space; the main themes give the impression of advancing in an aquatic
medium, with slower and therefore more elegant motions. This is true Enescian music of a rare nobility and
superb poise.
The Intermède is a case of a piece centred on, and giving priority to, a certain sound – in this case C#: an
obsessive C#, a C# of an interval of a third in an A major harmony, a C# opposed and contrasting with the final
thunderstorm’s centre, C natural.
10
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Vif is the indication given for the explosive finale which brings down the curtain in a most unexpected way.
Indeed, Enescu used in subsequent works a similar frame of 2– 3 slow movements followed by one which
unleashes great energy. Almost as valuable as the other movements, the finale suffers the consequences of the
Suite’s lack of unity. The chromatic echoes from The Flying Dutchman cannot be ignored and are not helping the
piece either. But, be that as it may, the uneven and imperfect Suite remains an eloquent and intensely emotional
masterpiece.
The work was composed in 1902 and Enescu conducted the first performance in Bucharest in 1903. Many
foreign conductors performed the work subsequently, among them Mahler in 1911. I have asked myself many
a time if Mahler’s Symphony No. 10 – which begins with a unison of violas and was written in the same year
when he was conducting Enescu’s Suite and was close to his own death – doesn’t owe something to Prélude à
l’unisson.

ENESCU – Second Orchestral Suite Op. 20 in C major
In the December of 1915 Enescu was finishing this extremely interesting work, admirable in its proportions, its
inner symmetries, asymmetries, inspiring orchestration and its vigour and joie de vivre.
In this Suite Enescu has no inhibitions about using a neo-baroque style and I am inclined to believe that he was
imagining himself as a composer from Bach’s or Handel’s time (a period he knew stylistically to perfection) yet
equipped with an arsenal of knowledge and experience of harmony and the infinitely more varied orchestral
colours of his own time. With the Suite – as with his hyper-romantic Symphony No. 2 – Enescu employed to the
full his extremes of perfectly balanced classicism and boundless romanticism. He had reached the cusp of his
creativeness; from now on his masterworks did not conform to any model.
The six movements of the Suite are arranged within the symmetry of a palindrome: Nos. 1 and 6 exploit
polyphonic resources; Nos. 2 and 5 melodic-harmonic resources; and Nos. 3 and 4 offer complementary
rhythmical and poly-rhythmical ideas in quick or slow ambiances.
The Overture is a marvellous example of a double fugue where both subjects get re-united at the end by
11

MONO

Constantin Silvestri conducts the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra

1-3

Disc 1
George Enescu (1881-1955)
Symphony No. 1

I-4
5-10

Disc 2
George Enescu (1881-1955)
First Orchestral Suite
Second Orchestral Suite

4
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Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)
The Magic Flute Overture
6.52
Symphony No. 29
18.34
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Constantin Silvestri (1913-1969)
Three Pieces for Strings
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Sergei Sergeyevich Prokofiev (1891-1953)
Symphony No. 1 Classical
12.95

Antonin Dvorák (1841-1904)
14-16 Slavonic Dances
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